June 2009 Newsletter
The Maua Street and Destitute Children’s Home
To all our sponsors and supporters: a report from Miriam
Westendarp, on the charity delegation’s visit to Kenya, 9-25 April 09

Some of the children and staff outside the home on our first arrival
Charles and I are delighted to be able to report back to you that we have had a most encouraging and
enjoyable visit with our friends and co-workers in Maua. In fact, it is not too strong to say that it was very
difficult to leave them as we have grown to love and respect them as part of our own family, and we do
not know how long it will be before we see them again. Their commitment to the work is total, and we
were humbled by their sacrificial lifestyles. One pastor cannot afford to marry (quite a stigma in their
society) because he spends his income on two destitute former street children whom he has taken into
his home. Also, Ambrose Gichunge was recently appointed a local councilor, and the small income he
receives for that has been unhesitatingly channeled into sponsoring three street children of his own, who
now live in our orphanage. The matron receives a mere £35.00 per month for her daily care of the
children; the cook, the watchman and the man who provides a daily father-figure for them, and looks
after the boys pastorally, receive less than that or nothing at all. Yet they work there full-time. In fact, so
much has all of this impressed the local government that there are now three new children living with us,
who are government-sponsored, so that we are now full, with 36 children whose ages range from 6-19.
All of this is a source of great encouragement.

The staff of the maua Street
and Destitute Children's
Home. The man with the bow
and arrows is the watchman
in his uniform!

Child’s drawing of the Maua children’s home

The new water supply!

We saw our brand new water-supply,
even benefiting from it one lunch-time.
They are tremendously grateful for this
as it has changed their lives quite
drastically: the daily four km hike to
fetch impure water which was such a
mixed blessing because of the
contaminants and harmful bacteria it
contained, is now just a memory. Whilst
we were visiting the children, two
speeches were made, which formally
asked us to provide funds for required
repairs. The flooring of three rooms
needs re-laying; glass in a couple of
windows has been broken (boys with a
football....); the walls are not weatherproof in the dormitories, and the cold
seeps in. The littlest boy – a new
government sponsored child of
approximately six years old who was
only recently picked up from the streets
– has a horrifying growth in his groin,
spreading down his thigh. They
requested a hospital investigation. Also,
I noticed that the children only have one
blanket at night. We have agreed to
provide for all of these requests,
including a doctor's visit for an older boy
with sore eyes; and have also offered to
buy each child a second blanket.

I played with the children that morning, and Amy stayed on for a second week and got to know them well.
We all enjoyed their company: they are happy, healthy (apart from the two mentioned above) and full of
gratitude and optimism. They put on a couple of performances during our stay and made us and each other
laugh uproariously at their comedy sketches.

However, traumas remain. One girl is
troubled with bad dreams, and occasionally
falls out of bed because of the restlessness
of her sleep. Others revealed fears in their
response to sheets I had prepared for them
to fill in.

Miriam playing a game with the children

They were invited to write or draw their
hopes on one side and their fears on the
other. Their responses are revealing and
upsetting: many of them refer to their
former lives by fearing being dishonest, or
hungry or ill. They also fear violence and
anger, HIV and the dreaded hospitalisation
which took away so many of their parents
permanently. More than one of the girls
referred to her time on the streets as
madness: “I did not like to be mad girl”,
says Francesca Kathambi, and another
echoed this, writing that she feared “to be
mad”. Their hopes are equally reflective of
their rescue. Apart from the normal
aspirations to various occupations, ranging
from doctors and pilots to broadcasters
and judges (!) they appear to be very
sensitive to injustice and genuinely keen to
make a difference themselves.

The children writing for us about their hopes and fears
Here are a few quotations:
“ I would like to be a good citizen who respect other peoples and respected in everything I do.”
“ I like forgiving others.”
“ I want to be a good child in my life.”
“ In my life I would like to be a lecturer and to helping other peoples who are needy or poor in there life.”
“ I dreams being in a court and I really admire to be a judge. I will be fear and justice and serve everybody
world-wide without discrimination/tribalism.”
and a caption of a picture reads: “Me giving those who are not able to get food and fruits to them.”
- notice how good their English is, after just these few years in school.

This is what Lilian Kanana wrote about her hopes for the future

As soon as we saw them all we realised how impossible it would be to fail any of these children by not
following them through to independence. We had two meetings about our Exit Strategy, one with just
Ambrose and ourselves, and another with a group comprising Isaac Taitumu, Richard Murigu and Joseph
Meme (all pastors and senior leaders in Ambrose's organisation) the matron, the church secretary and also
Ambrose himself, his wife Rebecca, and Florence and Jane, two of his daughters.

Some of the boys outside the home

Some of the girls in their dormitory

Over these two meetings we identified the following possible options for the children:
if they are academically successful, we would desire to pursue their education as far as possible, including
university if relevant
if they are not academic, and have to repeat a year more than once at primary school, we will take them
out of school at age 15 and either send them to a polytechnic or train them in our own workshop (see
below)
if Ambrose can trace a family
member, he may be able to provide
the child with his or her own portion
of land (it is apparently a legal
requirement for families to apportion
tribal land to relations) and he/she
will be able to live off it
Without these provisions, the children
will not be able to make successful
lives for themselves, as there is no
likelihood of jobs being available to
unqualified adults, given the
unemployment levels of their society.
Some of the children back at the home on
lunchbreak from school
Polytechnic costs 17,000ksh pa (two years required), secondary school 12,000ksh pa. University does
cost more, but so far only one of the older boys is sufficiently academic to merit this. There are other
colleges too, and they are comparable to secondary school prices. (At the time of writing, £1.00 =
112ksh). There is also another possible opening for older boys and girls, which is of great interest to us,
but which is not yet confirmed, and so I cannot write about it yet. We are also in communication with the
charity Work Aid which sends tools and equipment to Kenya, and we are considering the possibility of
using left-over capital to build a workshop, which we would fill with car mechanics' kits, knitting
machines, sewing machines, shoe-making and carpentry tools and all the paraphernalia of trades. Local
people could be hired, or maybe even offer their services, to train our young people

You can see from all of this that there is much to challenge us and much to make us rejoice. We are hoping
that our current sponsors will see the tremendous job that Ambrose and his staff are doing, and choose to
stay with their child until he or she is ready to make a life of his/her own. It is wonderful what you have
achieved already, and we have been very privileged to see it all in progress, and to watch them develop
from terror and destitution to hope and happiness.

Listening to a story
It takes a long time to build a life, and patience is our keyword. One of Ambrose's chance remarks
brought this home to me sharply: he commented on how much less time it had taken to re-rehabilitate
the girls than the boys; and when I asked him what he meant, he told me that it had taken just three
months to bring the girls round from crazy, grief-stricken behavior and what he called “silly talking” to
calm, obedient and well-mannered normality. The boys, however had been wild and violent, and it had
taken him a whole year initially to calm them and transform them into the delightful, caring and hardworking youngsters whom we know now. When I asked him if he had ever considered giving up on
them, or lost hope of succeeding in renewing their faith in life, he was so surprised that he laughed. “No,
of course not,” he said. “I love them.”
It was not the difference
between the girls and the boys
that struck me: that is
incidental; it was the reminder
that lives are beyond price, that
the unlovable still deserve love,
and that we are working
alongside men and women who
are worthy of our deep
admiration. Their devotion
prompts our response, and I
am proud and glad that we
could represent you all, and
that we are part of such a
magnificent team.
With best wishes on behalf
of the New Life Nyambene
trustees and members,
Pastor Ambrose Gichunge

Miriam Westendarp

Gerard Muriira delivering his welcome speech to us on behalf of the children

‘If you looked around, our faces are beamed with
happiness as a sign of appreciation of your mighty help.
Secondly, I want to urge you all to look at what has
brought us this for and made us who we are in education.
Only then we can see how to progress in our endeavour.
We recognise the facilities which we do have – Present of
piped water. The solar which is very vital energy i.e.
source of light to enhance our learning. We also thank you
for providing food, cloth[es] and shelter. People used to
injure us – beating. We didn’t think about education we
looked like outcast to the society due to our misery life. I
don’t think there are any appropriate words to use to show
our thanks since our life has changed drastically and we
are hoping wonderful things are going to follow.’

Extract from welcome speech transcript made by Gerard Muriira, one of the older
boys at the home, on our April visit to the Children’s Home.

More information about plans for a vocational training project
17 boys and 19 girls are flourishing in the safe, supportive and caring environment at the Children's
Home in Maua. They are provided with nutritious food, clothes, healthcare, a warm bed at night
and education in local schools. Most importantly, they also receive the love and respect that every child
needs to grow.

Relaxing in the shaded seating area

Some of the children are making excellent
academic progress at school, and we hope
they will achieve the grades they need to
proceed on to college or university.
However, many of them are struggling with
their academic studies and show more
potential in vocational skills. We are
therefore very interested in establishing a
vocational training centre to develop the
skills of young people at the Home once
they are teenagers. In particular, we are
interested to train them in the following
vocations:
- Car and bike repair
- Tailoring, knitting and weaving
- Plumbing
- Decorating
- Carpentry
- Typewriting
- and leatherwork.

Our intention is to harness the skills of people working in these vocations in our local community in order to
train the young people at the Maua Home. To establish a vocational training centre, we need your help
raise money to buy land and build workshop facilities. The manager of the Children’s Home in Kenya has
been in negotiations to get a quote for the cost of this work and estimates that it will be £24,000. We are
also liaising with Work Aid, a charity in Chesham which recycles second hand equipment and tools and
ships them out to projects in developing countries.
By supporting the young people to undertake income-generation and employment-creating activities, our goal
is to enable them to become independent self-supporting individuals. The vocational training project would
provide a real lifeline for these vulnerable young people who would otherwise struggle to support themselves
once they leave the Children's Home on reaching adulthood. For without the advantage of having family land
to inherit, there is a real danger that they could end up back on the streets unless they are equipped with
another means of making a living. We are determined to prevent this happening, and would greatly
appreciate your help in giving these young people a good start in life.

For more information about this new project, and to find out how you can help support it, please contact us:
Email: CWestendarp@newlifenyambene.org or mailto:mwestendarp@newlifenyambene.org
Website: www.newlifenyambene.org

